Background Frozen section histology is widely used to aid in the diagnosis of periprosthetic joint infection at the second stage of revision arthroplasty, although there are limited data regarding its utility. Moreover, there is no definitive method to assess control of infection at the time of reimplantation. Because failure of a two-stage revision can have serious consequences, it is important to identify the cases that might fail and defer reimplantation if necessary. Thus, a reliable test providing information about the control of infection and risk of subsequent failure is necessary.
Questions/purposes (1) At second-stage reimplantation surgery, what is the diagnostic accuracy of frozen sections as compared with the Musculoskeletal Infection Society (MSIS) as the gold standard? (2) What are the diagnostic accuracy parameters for the MSIS criteria and frozen sections in predicting failure of reimplantation? (3) Do positive MSIS criteria or frozen section at the time of reimplantation increase the risk of subsequent failure? Methods A total of 97 patients undergoing the second stage of revision total hip arthroplasty or total knee arthroplasty in 2013 for a diagnosis of periprosthetic joint infection (PJI) were considered eligible for the study. Of these, 11 had incomplete MSIS criteria and seven lacked 1-year followup, leaving 79 patients (38 knees and 41 hips) available for analysis. At the time of reimplantation, frozen section results were compared with modified MSIS criteria as the gold standard in detecting infection. Subsequently, success or failure of reimplantation was defined by (1) control of infection, as characterized by a healed wound without fistula, drainage, or pain; (2) no subsequent surgical intervention for infection after reimplantation surgery; and (3) no occurrence of PJI-related mortality; and diagnostic parameters in predicting treatment failure were calculated for both the modified MSIS criteria and frozen sections.
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Results At the time of second-stage reimplantation surgery, frozen section is useful in ruling in infection, where the specificity is 94% (95% confidence interval [CI], 89%-99%); however, there is less utility in ruling out infection, because sensitivity is only 50% (CI, 13%-88% Conclusions On the basis of our results, both frozen section and MSIS are recommended at the time of the second stage of revision arthroplasty. Both frozen section and modified MSIS criteria had limited screening capabilities to identify failure, although both demonstrated high specificity. MSIS criteria should be evaluated at the second stage of revision arthroplasty because performing reimplantation in a joint that is positive for infection significantly increases the risk for subsequent failure. Level of Evidence Level III, diagnostic study.
Introduction
A number of tests used alone or in combination with clinical judgment can help with early diagnosis of hip and knee periprosthetic joint infection (PJI). However, despite the broad variety of these diagnostic tests, there is no definitive method to assess control of infection in a patient in whom infection had earlier been diagnosed and treatment such as resection arthroplasty and placement of an antibiotic-containing cement spacer had been initiated. Serologic markers such as erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) and C-reactive protein (CRP) are reportedly not diagnostic of persistent infection, although their values do decrease at the time of reimplantation [12, 18] . Although both Gram staining and frozen section can provide intraoperative information, the former is not recommended as a result of its very low sensitivity [2, 7, 15, 30] . Intraoperative frozen sections have been suggested for the diagnosis of infection at the time of reimplantation and are widely used despite their reportedly low sensitivity at the time of second-stage revision arthroplasty [3, 10] . In previous studies, culture results with or without permanent histology have been used as the reference standard for diagnosis [3, 10, 25] . Intraoperative culture results are not available immediately and the results may be affected by the antibiotic-loaded spacer and systemic antibiotic administration with positive cultures reported as being present in only approximately 5% to 10% of cases at reimplantation [10, 18, 19, 24] . Therefore, culture results may not be a true reflection of persistent infection.
The Musculoskeletal Infection Society (MSIS) criteria have recently gained popularity as the gold standard for PJI because they use a combination of tests to either confirm or exclude the diagnosis [28] . However, these criteria were developed to aid in the diagnosis of PJI before revision and not to evaluate the control of infection at the time of reimplantation. To the authors' knowledge, no study has evaluated the use of frozen sections with MSIS as the reference standard for the second-stage revision arthroplasty.
We therefore aimed to answer the following questions: (1) At second-stage reimplantation surgery, what is the diagnostic accuracy of frozen sections as compared with the MSIS as the gold standard? (2) What are the diagnostic accuracy parameters for the MSIS criteria and frozen sections in predicting failure of reimplantation? (3) Do positive MSIS criteria or frozen section at the time of reimplantation increase the risk of subsequent failure?
Patients and Methods
Approval was obtained from the institutional review board before the commencement of this study. All patients who underwent the second step of a two-stage revision surgery of the knee/hip at our institute from January 2013 to December 2013 were considered for inclusion in this retrospective study. All the data were retrieved from the electronic medical records and patients were contacted by telephone to obtain information on outcomes whenever necessary.
Over the 12-month study period, 107 patients underwent a staged revision arthroplasty of the knee or hip for PJI. Of those, 10 (9%) did not have the second stage because of medical comorbidities precluding another surgery (n = 6) or death before the second stage (n = 4). The remaining 97 patients who underwent the second stage of the procedure were potentially eligible for evaluation in this study. Of these, 11 (11%) patients lacked sufficient information in the medical record to assess MSIS criteria and seven (7%) patients were lost to followup before 1 year, leaving 79 patients (38 revision TKAs, 41 revision THAs) available for analysis. The minimum followup was 1 year with a mean followup of 1.62 ± 0.45 years. The indication for revision in all patients was a confirmed PJI as diagnosed by clinical signs, serologic markers, and microbiological results. During the first stage of the revision, all patients had the implant removed followed by irrigation and débridement. An antibiotic-loaded cement spacer was then implanted.
The second step of the two-stage revision was attempted after at least 6 weeks of antibiotic therapy. The antibiotic selection was based on culture sensitivity reports when available. The decision to reimplant or to perform a spacer exchange was made on the basis of clinical and intraoperative laboratory parameters. Intraoperative samples were collected for histological and microbiological analysis.
The study population consisted of 48 (61%) men and 31 (39%) women with a mean age of 63 ± 14 years. Articulating spacers were present in 39 hips (n = 39 of 41 [95%]) and seven knees (n = seven of 38 [18%]). All other patients had been treated with static spacers (two of 41 [5%] hips and 31 of 38 [82%] knees). The mean duration to attempted reimplantation was 99.7 ± 40 days. A total of 72 procedures involved reimplantation of the prosthesis, whereas six patients had only a spacer exchange. One patient underwent an arthrodesis at the second stage as a result of extensive soft tissue defects and a history of prior recurrent infections.
For the first question regarding the diagnostic accuracy of frozen section as compared with the MSIS criteria as the gold standard, patients were classified as infected or not at the time of the surgery as per MSIS criteria [28] . A case was considered to be positive for infection when one of the following existed: two positive periprosthetic cultures with phenotypically identical organisms, a sinus tract communicating with the joint, or three of the following minor criteria: elevated serum CRP ([ mg/dL) and ESR ([ 30 mm/hr), presence of purulence in the affected joint, elevated synovial fluid white blood cell count ([ 3000/lL), elevated synovial fluid polymorphonuclear neutrophil percentage ([ 80%), or a single positive culture in periprosthetic tissue/synovial fluid. Although interpretation of purulence is subjective and there are concerns of false positivity with purulence, especially with metal-on-metal hips, we retained purulence as we evaluated second-stage procedures that are less likely to be affected by metal debris compared with the first stage of revision [4, 21] . For the frozen sections, at the time of surgery, tissue samples were routinely obtained from multiple sites to increase the detection rate. A total of 250 analyzable samples were obtained from the 79 cases with an average of 3.2 ± 1.2 samples per case. All samples were promptly sent to the laboratory and processed for frozen section and paraffin section analysis. An experienced pathologist (TWB) reviewed the slides and the results were made available to the surgeon within 30 minutes. An acute inflammation suggestive of infection was reported by the pathologist when more than five neutrophils in at least three highpower fields were seen on the frozen section slides (modified Mirra criteria) [22] . For the current study, a case was considered to be positive for PJI by frozen section when at least one of the samples demonstrated acute inflammation suggestive of infection. Diagnostic accuracy from frozen section criteria was calculated by comparing against the MSIS criteria.
Subsequently, success or failure of reimplantation was determined. A treatment failure was defined as a case in which reimplantation was aborted as a result of clinical, laboratory, or histological parameters indicating infection or a case that failed the reimplantation. The failure of reimplantation was defined using the criteria published after a Delphi based consensus [11] . Successful reimplantation was defined as (1) control of infection, as characterized by a healed wound without fistula, drainage, or pain and no infection recurrence caused by the same organism strain; (2) no subsequent surgical intervention for infection after reimplantation surgery; and (3) no occurrence of PJI-related mortality (by causes such as sepsis or necrotizing fasciitis). This information was obtained by one of two coauthors (JG, GK) from chart review or by phone interview when charts were incomplete. In the event of disagreement regarding the success of reimplantation between the two authors (JG, GK), another author (CHR) independently reviewed the patient information to reach consensus. This method allowed us to include all the presumed cases of persistent infection, the ones in which obvious infection precluded reimplantation and the ones in which the reimplantation failed perhaps as a result of an undetected infection at the time of reimplantation. Although MSIS criteria include sinus tract as a major criterion, this is usually excised at time of surgery and is assumed to be treated. Therefore, any further drainage or wound breakdown (included in the definition above) was considered as a failure of the reimplantation surgery rather than a preexisting condition.
Because this study compared MSIS criteria with frozen section analysis, the histological component of MSIS was not included in the modified MSIS criteria. Therefore, in this study, MSIS refers to the modified MSIS unless otherwise specified. The original/complete MSIS included histological component as a minor criteria with four (of six) minor criteria to be present to be considered positive for infection.
Statistical Analysis
Frozen section results were compared with permanent section and MSIS criteria as the reference standards to calculate sensitivity (true-positive/[false-negative + truepositive] and specificity (true-negative/[false-positives + true-negatives]. Also, sensitivities and specificities of both MSIS criteria and frozen section results in predicting treatment failure were determined. Because the sample size was small, knees and hips were not analyzed separately.
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to compare the diagnostic accuracy of tests. Diagnostic accuracy of two tests was compared by testing the area under the ROC curves (AUC) with a test having a higher AUC performing better. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis and Cox proportional hazards model were used to evaluate the risk factors for failure of reimplantation. The threshold for statistical significance was p \ 0.05. Statistical analysis was done using Stata statistical software, Version 12 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA).
Results
At the time of second-stage reimplantation surgery, frozen section is useful in ruling in infection where the specificity is 94% (95% confidence interval [CI], 89%-99%] and negative predictive value is 94% (CI, 91%-99%); however, there is less utility in ruling out infection, because sensitivity is only 50% (CI, 13%-88%) and positive predictive value is 50% (CI, 25%-86%; Table 1 Table 2 ). The AUCs for MSIS criteria and frozen sections were not different and hence no difference in diagnostic value (MSIS versus frozen section: AUC = 0.613 ± 0.049 versus AUC = 0.582 ± 0.047, p = 0.554; Fig. 1 ). In this study 23 patients were classified as failures (seven as a result of aborted reimplantation and 16 resulting from failure of reimplantation, which are described later). In seven cases reimplantation was aborted. Of the 72 cases that underwent reimplantation, 16 (22.2%) patients had failure during the followup. The mean duration to failure of reimplantation was 24 ± 7 weeks. Failure of reimplantation was greater in revision TKA than in revision THA (n = 13 of 33 [39%] versus n = three of 39 [8%]; p = 0.002). The reason for failed reimplantation was another two-stage revision for infection (n = 11), persistent pain/wound drainage (n = 3), irrigation and débridement with polyethylene exchange (n = 1), and death from PJIrelated sepsis (n = 1). Only five of the 16 failures had positive culture growth at the time of reimplantation. Of these, two patients subsequently developed failure with the same organism, two had a reinfection with a different organism, and in one case, no organism could be isolated at rerevision.
Positive MSIS criteria at the time of reimplantation was a risk factor for subsequent failure (hazard ratio Ninety-five percent confidence intervals are shown in parentheses; MSIS = Musculoskeletal Tumor Society; PPV = positive predictive value; NPV = negative predictive value; AUC = area under the curve; SE = standard error.
Staphylococcus was the most common pathogen (n = five of 12) followed by Staphylococcus aureus (n = three of 12). When the original MSIS criteria were used, the sensitivity and specificity were 22% (CI, 9%-39%) and 96% (CI, 91%-100%), respectively (AUC = 0.591 ± 0.046). The AUCs for frozen section, modified MSIS, and original MSIS in predicting failure were not statistically different from each other (p = 0.596).
Discussion
Intraoperative frozen sections are routinely used to determine eradication of infection at the time of reimplantation [3, 16, 20] . Previous studies have compared the use of frozen sections using permanent section analysis or microbiological results [33] . However, no studies have assessed frozen section using MSIS criteria as a reference standard for diagnosing infection at the second stage of revision surgery. In our study, we compared frozen section results with MSIS criteria and evaluated whether any of these predicted treatment failure. This study had a number of limitations. The most important limitation of our study is its short followup. Although most failures tended to occur within the first year after reimplantation, infections could recur after many years of apparently successful treatment. Because Clinical Orthopaedics and Related Research 1 generally does not publish reconstructive series with less than 2 years of followup, this article's estimates on diagnostic accuracies in predicting failure should be interpreted with caution as they could be inflated as a result of the shorter followup. For example, the sensitivities of frozen section (22%) and MSIS (26%) in predicting failure could diminish further as more infections develop in the long term. This study is also limited by the fact that there is no agreement about the gold standard to confirm the presence or absence of infection. Although the Delphi criterion is a reasonable approach for defining the failure of treatment, it is not without limitations. It is partly subjective and the criterion pertaining to healed wound could potentially overlap with sinus tract of the MSIS criteria, although we assume the second-stage surgery would have treated it. Another limitation of the study is the low sample size, especially when THA and TKA revisions were studied separately, because they result in larger confidence intervals of the diagnostic parameters limiting their reproducibility. All components of MSIS are not routinely available limiting the assessment of those patients. When interpreting the use of MSIS criteria and frozen section analysis in predicting failure, it should be noted that information from frozen section and components of MSIS criteria would have influenced the treatment decision in those cases in which reimplantation was deferred. Also the postoperative antibiotic regimens might have been different among the cases and its influence on Ninety-five percent confidence intervals are shown in parentheses; MSIS = Musculoskeletal Tumor Society; PPV = positive predictive value; NPV = negative predictive value; AUC = area under the curve; SE = standard error. failure rates was not accounted for in this study. It is also possible that the patients not included as a result of lack of followup might have been reinfected and treated at outside facilities, in which case the estimates might have been altered. Finally, this study done with an expert pathologist may not be transferrable to the community pathologist and thus the ability to rely on this test may be affected. Our results show that frozen sections performed reasonably well at the second stage of revision with a high specificity when compared with MSIS criteria, although it had low sensitivity. The use of frozen sections has a high variability for the diagnosis of infection depending on the study design and patient population [33] . The two studies analyzing frozen section during reimplantation reported similar results as our study in terms of sensitivity and specificity, although the reference standards in those studies were cultures with or without permanent sections [3, 10] . This similarity is perhaps explained by the fact that bacterial cultures are a major part of the MSIS criteria. Bori et al. [3] also showed that when the Athanasou criterion was used (in which the number of neutrophils required for the diagnosis of infection is low), the sensitivity increased at the expense of specificity [1, 3] . False-positive frozen section results could potentially arise in patients with inflammatory arthropathies or periprosthetic fracture, thereby making conclusions from frozen section difficult in such scenarios. The disparity of results in hips and knees is difficult to interpret from the small sample size and the present lack of literature comparing tests between joints. A possible explanation for the difference could be the lower infection prevalence in the hips and/or the nature of sampling of the joints. Also, the use of dynamic spacers in hips may result in more debris, which could accentuate the inflammation seen in frozen sections.
Both MSIS criteria and frozen section had poor sensitivity in predicting treatment failure, although both demonstrated high specificity. The accuracies of both these tests were comparable in predicting treatment failure. Because the followup of the current study is short, it is important to recognize that the low sensitivities of frozen section and MSIS could decrease even further as more latent infections might unveil with longer followup. This highlights the importance of continuing to develop diagnostic strategies for this group of patients, in whom failures can be limb-threatening. We used Delphi criteria, which comprise a multitude of factors along with aborted reimplantation to define failure, whereas most other studies have considered failure as a requirement of subsequent surgery [11, 26] . The reported rate of reinfection varies from 10% to 25% for the knees [12, 14, 17, 23] and is slightly lower for the hips at 7% to 12% [6, 13, 16, 29] . When the histological component was also included in the MSIS criteria, the results did not change further. This is explained by the fact that with the addition of a histological component, four criteria were required to be met as opposed to three. Persistent infection at the time of reimplantation can be indolent and may produce little changes in the laboratory parameters. Therefore, cutoff values or the number of criteria required for infection might need to be lower.
Reimplantation of a new prosthesis to a joint, which fulfilled the MSIS criteria, increased the risk of failure. Therefore, we conclude that the MSIS criteria should guide decision-making during reimplantation. However, the cultures are generally taken only at the time of surgery, limiting the intraoperative applicability of MSIS criteria. Moreover, a positive frozen section at the time of reimplantation failed to increase the risk of failure if reimplantation was performed. In the current practice when results of frozen section guide the intraoperative decision to proceed with reimplantation, it is noteworthy that reimplantation is usually aborted after a positive frozen section unless the surgeon had reasons to believe the contrary. Therefore, the cases that were reimplanted despite a positive frozen section might have had features favoring clearance of infection or a false-positive frozen section result. Although our results support the use of MSIS criteria at reimplantation, the decision to defer reimplantation in cases with positive MSIS criteria can only be definitively evaluated by well-designed prospective studies.
In view of the low sensitivity of MSIS criteria and their inherent limitations, better tests should be considered to identify control of infection before the second stage of revision. A number of novel tests detecting alpha defensin, synovial CRP, and synovial fluid leukocyte esterase among other biomarkers have been successfully described for the diagnosis of PJI [8, 9] . These tests have been compared with different reference standards including MSIS criteria [5, 27, 31, 32] . However, none of the studies have specifically evaluated the second stage of revision arthroplasty. Therefore, further studies must be conducted to establish guidelines for infection control at the time of reimplantation and develop accurate diagnostic tests for the same. Both frozen sections and modified MSIS criteria at the time of reimplantation were comparable in predicting failure. Performing reimplantation in a joint that is positive for infection by MSIS criteria certainly increases the risk for failure. Therefore, both frozen sections and MSIS criteria are recommended for decision-making at the time of reimplantation surgery.
